
Using the intelligence surfaced by Social Impact Pro, Sheet Music Plus saw a clear 
boost in their social media presence within the first month and much more in 
the months that followed.

Increased posts on Facebook 

Posting Frequency Increased  40%
Posting Frequency [before OssaLabs]

Increased engagement on Twitter

Average Engagement Increased  50% 
 Average Engagement [before OssaLabs]

Increased engagement on Facebook

Average Engagement Increased  172% 
 Average Engagement [before OssaLabs]

The Impact

educators, to composers. This presented a challenge. How do you stay informed of the 
top-of-mind interests of each community to continue delivering engaging content and 
remain a valuable part of those communities?

Using OssaLabs’ Social Impact Pro
Enter Social Impact Pro. Using this tool, Sheet Music Plus was able to easily and efficiently:

Sheet Music Plus knows that a 
strong social media presence is one 
that continually provides value to 
its audience. This dedication to 
social media excellence earned SMP 
a large and vibrant online 
community even before using 
OssaLabs, with over 24,000 
members on their Facebook page.

The ChallengeOssaLabs has been an extremely helpful 

tool in finding current, relevant and 

interesting content to share with our 

communities and we have been seeing 

increased reach and engagement as a 

result.

- Jacy Burroughs, Program Marketing 

Manager, Sheet Music Plus

Making Music Together
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Stay relevant to their users by monitoring trending content and topics in
each of their various customer communities and use that information to
drive their own content strategy

Discover relevant conversations within each community and engage 
directly with social media users, thereby organically and naturally building
brand awareness and attracting followers

Keep tabs on competitor marketing strategies, what kinds of messages got
traction, and adapt them for Sheet Music Plus’ purposes where appropriate

Sheet Music Plus is a small business looking to make a big 
impact in their market. They use OssaLabs’ Social Impact Pro
to achieve their digital strategy goals to include increasing 
engagement within their communities.

SMP’s diverse community of 
customers includes everything 
from choral singers, to music 


